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Note: Assume we have evaluations in hand

● There are important conversations about course evaluation 
administration process (dates, modalities, etc.)

● Our focus is what happens once we
have the data/feedback in hand

● Course Evaluation Advisory Group
(CEAG) provides guidance on the
administrative side



● Four steps to make the most of your course evaluations
○ Prepare students
○ Sit down with your feedback informally
○ Formally organize your feedback
○ Identify adjustments

● Bonus recommendations

● Looking to the future

Session Plan



Step 1: Preparing students to evaluate (well!)

● Discuss evaluation process with students
○ Why do students complete them?
○ What role do course evaluations play in the instructional process?
○ What kind of feedback would be most helpful?
○ Who sees the feedback, and when?
○ Encourage fair and constructive feedback, including positive + negative experiences

● Invite small groups to design their own tool
○ Content, delivery, transparency of expectations, compassion, access, etc.
○ Encourage students to identify and explain assessment categories (e.g., what 

does “accessible” mean?)
■ Process distinguishes assessment of teacher from assessment of teaching

○ Invite class to vote on a preferred rubric, use it as supplemental feedback



Step 2: Sit down with your course evaluations
● Pick a good time: when you will have enough time to digest at least some of the 

information, have privacy, and can give yourself some mental ‘space’ to analyze the 
information

● Track quantitative results: Consider how the summary rating received for each item 
fits with your own teaching goals and your department’s expectations for teaching; 
Look for patterns in students’ comments: identify trends, note what you have done 
well and what needs improvement

● Take your experience into account: If you are new to teaching, the school, or even 
the course, you may still be learning about various aspects of being a professor, such 
as course design, teaching skills, student interaction, and departmental expectations

● Take the context and characteristics of your course into account: Research shows 
that student evaluations often are more positive in courses that are (1) smaller rather 
than larger, (2) elective rather than required and (3) in which they do well rather than 
do poorly



Step 3: Classify Comments (Option 1 - Table)
Type Comment Substance Action

Extraneous ● Off-topic
● Irrelevant ● Discard

Affirmative

● Show what (students think) is working 
in your class (e.g., pedagogical 
strategies, expectations management, 
materials selection, etc.)

● Identify specific items that can be 
expanded in future (e.g., assessment 
strategies, lecture format, policies)

● Consider trade-offs (e.g., less rigor)

Constructive
● Illuminates pain points (e.g., points of 

confusion, misalignment with 
objectives)

● Identify specific items that can be 
modified in future (e.g., assessment 
strategies, lecture format, policies)

● Consider trade-offs (e.g., additional 
workload)

Reportable
● Identifies concerns that are related to 

class, but not under instructor’s direct 
control (e.g., curricular sequencing)

● Share comments with chair, dean



Step 3: Classify Comments (Option 2 - Grid)



Tips for processing negative feedback

● Challenge: Criticism is inevitable; it is natural to feel defensive, dismissive

● Resolution: Put evaluations away for a week after you first read them

● Separate “productive” negative feedback 
and “unproductive” negative feedback

● Focus on common threads

● Key: Not all negative feedback needs 
to prompt change



Step 4: Identify adjustments
● Ex: Annotate your syllabus (hint: start early in the term!)

○ What worked?
○ What didn’t?
○ Not enough time?
○ Too much time?
○ Too frontloaded?
○ Too backloaded?
○ Distribution of points by 

assessment type?

● Especially helpful if 
you do not teach the
course every semester

● Revisit revisions after a break



Bonus Recommendation 1: MAP it!



Bonus Recommendation 2: Create your own!

● Supplement university-issued course evaluations with your 
own instrument
○ Personalize for your course, pedagogy
○ Focus on specific areas of feedback

■ Areas for growth
■ New strategies

○ Follow-up with individual students
○ Unlinked from performance reviews



Looking to the future: empowering instructors 
through feedback

● Write down one question you wish every course evaluation 
would ask
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